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This article contains an installation of test tools related to biological applications. For the various metal test instruments, see metallurgical test equipment. For the French commune in the Indre-et-Loire department, see Assay, Indre-et-Loire. This article requires additional citations for verification. Please help improve this
article by adding citations to trusted sources. Unwarranted material can be challenged and removed. Find sources: Assay – news · newspaper · book · undergraduate · JSTOR (August 2016) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) Test tools are investigative (analytical) procedures in laboratory medicine,
pharmacology, environmental biology and molecular biology to qualitatively assess or measure the presence, quantity, or functional activity of the target entity (analyte). Analytes can be drugs, biochemical substances, or cells in organisms or organic samples. [1] Measured entities are often called analytes, measurands,
or test device targets. The test tool usually aims to measure the intensive properties of analyte and express it in the relevant measurement units (e.g. molarity, density, functional activity in international units of enzymes, the level of effect compared to the standard, etc.). If the test device involves exogenous reactive
(reagents), then the amount is fixed (or excessive) so that the quantity and quality of the target is the only limiting factor. Differences in test results are used to infer the quality or quantity of the unknown target in question. Some test devices (e.g., biochemical testing tools) may be similar to chemical analysis and titration.
However, testing tools usually involve biological materials or phenomena that are intrinsically more complex in composition or behavior, or both. Thus, reading the test tool may be noisy and involve greater difficulty in interpretation than accurate chemical titration. On the other hand, qualitative tests of older generations,
especially bioassays, may be much dirtier and less quantitative (for example, calculating the death or dysfunction of organisms or cells in populations, or some descriptive changes in some parts of the body of a group of animals). Testing devices have become a regular part of modern medical, environmental,
pharmaceutical, and forensic technologies. Other businesses can also hire them at the industrial, curb, or field level. Test tools in high commercial demand have been well investigated in the research and development sectors of the professional industry. They have also experienced generations of development and
sophistication. In some cases, they are protected by intellectual property regulations such as patents granted for discovery. Such industrial-scale testing tools are often performed in well-equipped laboratories and with automated procedure organizations, from ordering test equipment to pre-analytical sample processing
(sample collection, manipulation required e.g. spinning for separation, if necessary, storage, retrieval, sorting, aspiration, etc.). Analytes Analytes generally tested in high throughput autoanalyzers, and the results are verified and automatically returned to booking service providers and end users. This is made possible
through the use of advanced laboratory informatics systems that interface with multiple computer terminals with end users, central servers, physical autoanalysis instruments, and other automata. Etymology According to Online Etymology,[3] verb tests mean to try, try, attempt; testing the quality, of the Anglo-French
assaier, of assai (n.), of the trials of the Ancient French essai, and the repellent thus means trials, quality tests, character tests, mid-14th century, of the Anglo-French assai and the meaning of the analysis is from the late 14th century. For currency coin tests, this literally means the analysis of the purity of gold or silver or
any valuable component used to represent the true value of the coin. This may have been translated later (perhaps after the 14th century) into the general meaning of analysis,[citation needed] e.g. important or major components of the target in the mixture such as the active ingredient of the drug in inert excipients in
pharmacological formulations that were originally used to be measured by its actual action on organisms (e.g. lethal doses or inhibitory doses). General step Test tool (analysis) is never an isolated process. This should be combined with pre- and post-analytical procedures. Information communication (e.g. requests to
conduct tests and processing of further information) or handling specimens (e.g. collection, transport and processing) performed until the beginning of the test tool is a preanalytic step. Similarly, after the test, the results can be documented, verified, and transmitted/communicated in steps called post-analytical measures.
As with any handling of multi-step information and transmission systems, variations and errors in the final results communicated from the test tool involve the appropriate parts in each such step; i.e. not only analytical variations and intrinsic errors against the test tool itself but also variations and errors involved in
preanalistic and post-analytical measures. Because the test tool itself (analytical steps) gets a lot of attention,[4] steps that are less attentive by the user chain, namely preanalistic and post-analytical measures, are often less tightly regulated and generally more prone to errors – for example preanalysis measures in
medical laboratory testing tools can contribute to 32-75% of all laboratory errors. [5] Test tools can vary greatly, but generally involve the following general measures: Sample processing and manipulation to selectively present targets in a viewable or measurable form to the discrimination/identification/detection system.
This may involve separation of or wash or filtration or catch with some form of selective binding or may even involve modifying the target e.g. taking an epitope in an immunological test device or cutting the target into for example in Mass Spectrometry. There are generally several separate steps taken before the test tool



and are called preanalytic processing. But some manipulations may be an integral part of the test tool itself and thus will not be considered pre-analytical. Target-specific DISCRIMINATION/IDENTIFICATION principles: to discriminate against the background (noise) of similar components and specifically identify specific
target components (analytes) in biological materials by their specific attributes. (for example in primary PCR tests certain oligonukleotides identify targets with basic installation based on specific nucleotide sequences unique to the target). AMPLIFICATION system signals (or targets): The presence and quantity of such
anilites is converted into generally detectable signals involving multiple signal amplification methods, so that they can be easily discriminated against from noise and measured - for example in PCR tests among dna sequence mixtures only specific targets are reinforced into millions of copies by polymermerase DNA
enzymes so that they can be seen as more prominent components compared to other potential components. Sometimes the concentration of analytes is too large and in this case the test tool can involve dilution of the sample or some kind of signal diminution system which is a negative amplification. Signal DETECTION
System (and interpretation) : The system describes the reinforced signal into an interpretable output that can be quantitative or qualitative. This can be a very rough visual or manual method or it could be a very advanced digital detector or electronic analog. Signal enhancements and noise filtering can be performed at
any or all of the steps above. As the more downstream the step/process during the test, the higher the chance of bringing more noise from the previous process and strengthening it, some steps in advanced testing tools may involve various ways of setting up sharpening/signal-specific enhancement and noise reduction
or filtering settings. This may be only in the form of narrow band-pass optical filers, or blocking reagents in binding reactions that prevent nonspecific binding or satisfactory reagents in fluorescence detection systems that prevent background object autofluorescence. [Citation needed] Type of test tool based on the nature
of the test tool process Time and the number of measurements taken Depending on whether the test tool sees only one point in time or timed reading taken at some point in time, the test tool may be: Endpoint test tool, where one measurement is performed after a fixed incubation period; or Kinetic testing equipment,
where measurements are performed several times during fixed time intervals. Kinetic test results can be visualized numerically (for example, as slope parameters that represent the rate of signal change over time), or graphically as a signal plot measured at each point in time). For kinetic testing equipment, both the size
and the form of response measured above the important information. High throughput tests can be endpoints or kinetic tests typically performed on automated platforms in 96-, 384- or 1536 well (High Throughput Screening) microplate formats. Such a test tool is capable of testing a large number of compounds or
analytes or making functional biological readings in response to stimuli and/or compounds being tested. [6] The number of analytes detected Depends on how many targets or analites are measured: A regular test tool is a simple or single target test tool that is usually the default unless it is called a multiplex. Multiplex test
tools are used to simultaneously measure the presence, concentration, activity, or quality of multiple anesthesia in a single test. The advent of multiplexing enables rapid and efficient testing of samples in many areas, including immunology, cytochemistry, genetics/genomics, pharmacokinetics, and toxicology. [7] The type
of result Depends on the quality of the result, the test tool can be classified into: Qualitative test tool, i.e. a test tool that generally only gives pass or fail, or positive or negative or the like is only a small number of qualitative gradations rather than the right amount. A semi-quantitative test tool, i.e. a test tool that provides
read-outs in approximate mode rather than exact numbers for the quantity of substance. Generally they have multiple gradations of more than just two results, positive or negative, for example scoring on a scale of 1 + to 4 + as used for blood grouping tests based on RBC aglutination in response to grouping reagents
(antibodies to blood grouping antigens). Quantitative testing tool, which is a test tool that provides an accurate and precise quantitative measure of the number of substances in the sample. An example of a test device used in a coagulation testing laboratory for the most common inherited bleeding disease - Von
Willebrand Disease is a VWF antigen test tool in which the amount of VWF in the blood sample is measured by immunoalogists. Functional test tool, which is a test tool that tries to measure the function of the active substance rather than just the quantity. The functional counterpart of the VWF antigen test tool is the
Ristocetin Cofactor test tool, which measures the functional activity of VWF that exists in the patient's plasma by adding fixed platelets to exogenous formaldehyde and gradually increasing the amount of a drug called ristocetin while measuring fixed platelet agglutination. A similar but used test tool for different purposes is
called Ristocetin Induced Platelet Aggregation or RIPA, which tests endogenous live platelet responses from patients in response to Ristocetin (exogenous) &amp; VWF (usually endogenous). The type and method of the sample depends on the general substrate in which the test tool principle is applied: Bioassay: when
the response is the biological activity of a living object. Examples include in vivo, all organisms (e.g. mice or other subjects injected with ex vivo body parts (e.g. frog legs) ex vivo organs (e.g. dog heart) ex vivo part of (e.g. intestinal segments). tissue (e.g. limulus lysate) cells (e.g. platelets) Ligand binds to test devices
when ligands (usually small molecules) bind to receptors (usually large proteins). Immunoatersay when the response is an antigen binding antibody type reaction. Signal amplification Depending on the nature of the test tool signal amplification system may be of many types, to name a few: Enzyme testers: Enzymes can
be tested by their highly repetitive activity on a large number of substrates when losing a substrate or product manufacture may have measurable attributes such as color or absorption at certain wavelengths or light or Electrochemiluminescence or light detection systems that can use amplification for example by
photodiodes or photomultiplier tubes or coupled devices of cooled charging. Radioisotopes labeled substrates such as those used in radioimmunoassays and equilibrium dialysis assays and can be detected by amplification at gamma counters or X-ray plates, or phosphorimager Polymerase Chain Reaction Assays that
strengthen DNA targets (or RNA) rather than Combination Methods Assays signals can use a combination of the above and other amplification methods to increase sensitivity. e.g. enzyme-linked immunoassay or EIA, an immunophobent assay-related enzyme. Detection method or technology Depending on the nature of
the detection system test tool can be based on: Colony formation or number of virtual colonies: for example by multiplying bacteria or multiplying cells. Photometry/spectrophotometry When absorption of certain wavelengths of light while passing a fixed path length through the kutvette test sample the liquid is measured
and absorption compared to empty and standardized by the number of target compounds assessed. If the light emitted is a specific wavelength that is visible it may be called a colossmetry, or it may involve certain wavelengths of light for example using lasers and fluorescent signal emissions from other specific
wavelengths detected through very specific wavelengths of optical filters. Light transmission can be used to measure for example the opening of liquid opacity created by suspended particles due to a decrease in the number of clumps during platelet agglutination reactions. Turbidimetry when the opacity of light
transmitted straight past the liquid sample is measured by detectors placed straight across the light source. Nephelometry in which measurements of the amount of light scattering that occurs when a beam of light passes through the solution are used to determine the size and/or concentration and/or distribution of
particle size in the sample. [8] Reflecometry When the color of light reflected from a sample or reactive (usually dry) is assessed e.g. automatic reading of a urine strip dipstick test device. Viscoelastic measurements e.g. viscometry, elastography (e.g. thromboelastography) Counting test instruments: for example
cytoautometric Optical flow or particle counter, or coulter/impedance principle Cell Counters Imaging assays, which involve manually analyzing images or by software: Sitetri: When cell size statistics are assessed by the image processor. Electrical detection for example involving amperometry, Voltammetry, coulometry
can be used directly or indirectly for many types of quantitative measurements. Other physical property-based testing tools can use the Osmometer Viscometer Ion Selective Electrode Syndromic Testing Assay type based on target measured DNA Assays to study protein interactions with DNA including: DNase
footprinting assay Filter binder test tool Gel assay Protein Bicinchoninic acid assay (BCA assay) Bradford protein assay Lowry protein assay[9] Secretion assay RNA Nuclear run-on Ribosome profiling Cell count , survival, proliferation or cytocality test Cell counting test tool can determine the number of living cells, the
number of dead cells, or the ratio of one cell type to another cell type, such as numeration and red typing versus different types of white blood cells. It is measured by different physical methods (light transmission, electrical current changes). But other methods use biochemical or physiological investigation cell structures
(stains). Another application is to monitor cell culture (cell proliferation test tool or cytooksisity). Cytooxity tests measure how toxic chemical compounds are to cells. MTT assay Cell Counting Kit-8 (WST-8 based cell viability assay) SRB (Sulforhodamine B) assay CellTiter-Glo® Instruments and methods of counting Visay
Cells Luminescent Cells: CASY cell counting technology, Coulter counter, Electric cell-substrate impedance sensing Cell viability assays: resazurin method, ATP test, ethidium homodimer assay (detects dead or dying cells), bacteriological water analysis, Clonogenic test tool, ... Environmental contaminants or food
Bisphenol F Toxicity aastic test Surfactants An MBAS test tool shows anionic surfactants in water with a flushed reaction. Other cell testing tools Many cell tests have been developed to assess specific cell parameters or responses (biomarkers, cell physiology). Techniques used in study_cells: test reporters using
luciferase, calcium signal test using Coelenterazine, CFSE or Calcein Immunostaining cells on slides by Microscopy (ImmunoHistoChemistry or Fluorescence), on microplates by photometry include ELISpot (and its variant FluoroSpot) to calculate B-cells or antigen-specific cells, in solutions by Flow cytootometry
Molecular biology techniques such as DNA microarrays, in that hybridization, combined with PCR, computational genomics , and Transfection; Cell fragments or immunoprecipitation migration test tools, Chemotaxis assays Secretion assays Apoptosis assays such as DNA laddering assay, nicoletti assays, caspase
activity test equipment, and Annexin V stain Kemosensitivity assay measure the number of tumor cells killed by cancer drug Tetramer assay detects the presence of specific antigens Gentami Gentami Test tool or survival assay or invasion test tool to assess the ability of pathogens (bacteria) to attack eukaryotic cells
Metastasis Assay Petrochemistry Crude oil assay Virology The HPCE based viral titer assay uses a high-performance capillary electrophoresis system to determine titer baculovirus. Trofile test equipment is used to determine the tropicalness of HIV. The virus plaque test tool is to calculate the number of viruses that are
in the sample. In this technique the number of viral plaques formed by the viral inoculum is calculated, from which the actual concentration of the virus can be determined. Cellular secretions Various cellular secretions (e.g., certain antibodies or cytokines) can be detected using elisa techniques. The number of cells that
secrete certain substances can be determined using a related technique, the ELISPOT test. Testing Drugs for Illicit Drugs Radioligand binding assay Quality When multiple test instruments measure the same target results and utilities they may or may not be comparable depending on the properties of the test equipment
and their methodology, reliability etc. Such comparisons are made possible through the study of common quality attributes of the test equipment, such as measurement principles (including identification, amplification and detection), dynamic range detection (usually standard curve linierity range), analytical sensitivity,
functional sensitivity, analytical specificity, positive predictive value, negative, reverse time i.e. the time taken to complete the entire cycle from the predictive steps to the end of the last post-analytical step (report delivery/transmission), throughput i.e. the number of test tools performed per unit of time (usually stated by
hours) Organizations or laboratories conducting tests for professional purposes e.g. medical and prognostic diagnosis, Environmental analysis, forensic processes, pharmaceutical research and development must undergo well-regulated quality assurance procedures including method validation, regular calibration,
analytical quality control, proficiency testing, test accreditation, testing licenses and must document the appropriate certification of the relevant regulatory bodies to establish the reliability of their testing tools , especially to remain legally acceptable and responsible for the quality of test results and also to convince
customers to use their test tools commercially / BioAssay Database database list Database bioactivity Database correlates structure or other chemical information for bioactivity results taken from bioassays in literature, patents, and filtering programs. Developer Name(s) ScrubChem early release Jason Bret Harris
2016[10] PubChem-BioAssay NIH 2004[11] The ChEMBL EMBL-EBI Protocol Database 2009 Protocol database correlates the results of bioassays to their metadata about experimental conditions and protocol design. Developer's Initial Release Name BioMetaData or BioAssay Express Collaborative Drug Discovery
2016[12] NIH 2004[11] See also MELISA Multiplex analytical chemistry (assay) Pharmaceutical Chemical Titration Reference ^ Dictionary of American heritage from English (4th ed.). Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin. 2006. ISBN 9780618701735. ^ Abate, Frank (2001). J. Jewell, Elizabeth (ed.). New Oxford American
Dictionary (2nd ed.). Oxford: Oxford University Press. ISBN 9780195112276. ^ Online Etymology Dictionary - Tests. etymonline. Douglas Harper. 2016. Retrieved 13 August 2016. ^ Bonini, P; Plebani, M; Ceriotti, F; Rubboli, F (May 2002). Mistakes in laboratory medicine. Clinical chemistry. 48 (5): 691–8. PMID
11978595. Hammerling, Julie A. (February 1, 2012). Overview of Medical Errors in Laboratory Diagnostics and Where We Are Today: Table 1. Laboratory Medicine. 43 (2): 41–44. doi:10.1309/LM6ER9WJR1IHQAUY. ^ Sittampalam, GS (2004). [Internet] Test Tool Guide. ncbi.nlm.com. Eli Lilly &amp;amp; Company and
the National Center to Advance Translational Science. Retrieved 12 August 2016. ^ Bank, Petrus (June 7, 2010). Multiplexed Assays in Life Sciences. biotek.com. Biotech Instruments Inc. Retrieved 13 August 2016. ^ Nephelometry. Free Dictionary. Farlex. 2016. Retrieved 9 September 2016. ^ Lowry OH, Rosebrough
NJ, Farr AL, Randall RJ (November 1951). Protein measurement with Folin phenol reagents. J. Biol. Chem. 193 (1): 265–75. PMID 14907713. Harris, JB (2019). Post-processing of Large Bioactivity Data. Methods in Molecular Biology. 1939: 37–47. doi:10.1007/978-1-4939-9089-4_3. PMID 30848455. ^ a b Wang, Yanli;
Bryant, Stephen H.; Cheng, Tiejun; Wang, Jiyao; Gindulyte, Asta; Shoemaker, Benjamin A.; Thiessen, Paul A.; He, Siqian; Zhang, Jian (January 4, 2017). PubChem BioAssay: Update 2017. Nucleic Acid Research. 45 (D1): D955–D963. doi:10.1093/nar/gkw1118. PMC 5210581. ^ Blair external director Andrew Alexander
(1911). Assay. In Chisholm, Hugh (ed.). Encyclopaedia Britannica. 2 (11 ed.). Cambridge University press. Pp. 776–778. This includes a detailed technical explanation of contemporary metal butt test techniques. Dictionary definition of test tool in Wiktionary Taken from
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